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FAB Meeting #41 09/10/2021

Attendance:
● 7 UB Backbone Staff (David Harrington, Kassa Belay, Danielle Augustine,

Athenia Rodney, Aileen Gonzalez, Ruth Horry, Briona Clark)
● 12 FAB Members

Objectives:
1. UB News and Updates
2. Continue developing UB’s mission statement

Takeaways:
During September’s FAB meeting, we checked in with the FAB, introduced the
results based facilitation training project, and took a vote on our new mission
statement

Opener:
● If you could only keep one appliance in your house what would it be?

○ Stove
○ Espresso machine
○ Toaster
○ Television
○ Blender
○ Grill
○ Laptop
○ Fridge
○ Cell phone
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News and Updates
● FAB

○ In August, the FAB drafted, edited and debated the UB mission
statement possibilities both at the monthly FAB meeting and in a
dedicated interim meeting

○ The FAB also gave feedback to WNET about their Learning
Community proposal

● PAT
○ UB switched the August PAT meeting from the first post-pandemic in

person meeting to a virtual meeting due to the Delta variant and used
it to talk about hot topics priorities such as school reopening
preparation and priorities for the fall and winter

● Mini and Me Dance Program
○ On Your Toes, UB’s small business grant recipient, is still accepting

families to it’s Mini and Me Dance Program with children 18 months
or 3 years old.

○ Because of constraints, the program has been moved to start in
September.

○ The dance studio, which was supposed to host the program, is now
being renovated and is still awaiting an exact completion date. In the
meantime UB is looking for alternative locations that provide easy
access for Brownsville parents.

○ Brownsville Community Center has shown interest in hosting
○ Registration is still open and we encourage FAB members to tell

anyone with 18 month olds or 3 year olds to join
● Learning Landscapes

○ Additional Workshops: UB hosted a workshop in August with the
Jeremiah Program. Three staff members participated and will become
trusted messengers, who will host a program in the fall, depending on
the current state of the pandemic. UB expects to distribute 20+ kits
through The Jeremiah Project

○ Providers Focus Group in August



■ On 8/25, five providers participated in a focus group where they
gave feedback on the Learning Landscapes kits and distribution
process in order to make future improvements

○ Looking ahead
■ Review surveys and videos to synthesize data
■ Ub will possibly host an interim meeting to gain more insight
■ Learning Landscapes 2.0 will bring it back to the original

concept, reconnecting UB with grocery stores and installing
new signage

■ Continue distribution efforts focused on partnerships with
elementary schools and daycare centers

■ Athenia shared new card mock ups incorporating the new
Learning Landscapes characters

● EI Ambassador Updates
○ Aileen is actively working with 46 families in the Brownsville area
○ The Early Intervention Recreation room is open to the public,

primarily on Wednesdays
○ Aileen is currently working part-time and will be transitioning out of

her role in January 2022, but is usually available on Thursdays



○ The newly hired candidate will train with Aileen using the current
template she created using her learning during her time serving in and
developing the role

○ UB is still receiving applications for the Early Intervention
Ambassador position and interviewing promising candiddts

● EI Ambassador Hiring Committee Process
○ Process

■ Aileen screened applications and narrowed applications down
to 10-15

■ Another candidate is scheduled for an initial interview next
Wednesday, with applications still open

■ The hiring subcommittee consists of 5 FAB members plus the
backbone team

■ Phase 1: Application Review (using scorecards provided)
■ Phase 2: Initial Screening Calls
■ Phase 3: Work Product

3a. Two or three candidates nominated for this round
■ Phase 4: Second Interviews (entire FAB)
■ Phase 5: Feedback Loop

○ Reflections from the FAB
■ Audrey scored candidates based on their overall presentation

and the perspective they would bring as a potential member of
the FAB and Backbone

■ Evelyn stated she was nervous as this was a new experience for
her  but throughout the interview she became more comfortable

■ FAB members felt swayed towards certain candidates and away
from others who, being unfamiliar with the neighborhood,
brought “white savior” sentiments and biases to their
understanding of the position.

■ Bashira brought up Cool Culture, the grant mentioned at a
previous Leadership Council meeting (Robin Hood’s fuel for 50
grant project). Cool Culture is only for Title I programs so UB
isn’t eligible but Jamar, Julissy, and other UB members are on



the selection committee for Fuel for 50 and we can encourage
PAT members to participate. The backbone will share more
updates.

■ Bashirah also highlighted a personal experience with the Door
Program where she unsuccessfully tried to transition from a
recipient of services to a part of the staff because she was
treated as an outsider without valuable contributions. This kind
of treatment is the exact opposite of UB’s philosophy.

Discussion: How are you doing? How are we doing?
● This section of the meeting was used to check in with the FAB and receive

updates about what is new in their lives, talk about engagement, and begin
exploring recruitment. Kassa asks the FAB how they feel the Backbone staff
members are doing about FAB membership, how they can adjust to
accommodate FAB members and further invest in FAB personal and
professional growth to take on leadership roles in UB and elsewhere in the
community.

● Athenia distributed the survey she created to answer these questions and
give her additional information about the FAB to support her in her own role

● This is one step in an ongoing process of checking in with FAB members
Results Based Facilitation

● One of the ways UB adheres to this philosophy is with the commitment to
build FAB members’ confidence and skills in facilitating so that they can use
them in the facilitation of UB meetings and elsewhere

● It is a hands-on method that enables people to practice skills for getting
different and better results in their meetings and conversations.

● This is a training for facilitators, leaders, or participants, to move from
meeting to action in one-on-one interactions, small groups and large groups -
whether used by a meeting participants, leader, or facilitator.

● Participants will learn to apply a set of concepts, tools, behaviors, and skills
that support moving groups from talk to action, focusing on…

○ Results that matter
○ Intentionally designing and executing meetings to achieve desired

results- roles and accountability



○ Increasing the likelihood of follow-up and follow-through on
commitments to act

● Project Timeline

● The results-based facilitation workshop will be held virtually
● UB will also be doing a workshop on public speaking during the winter to

continue developing these skills
Lift Off to a New UB Mission Statement

● August FAB meeting review
○ Madlibs (fill in the blanks) for Mission Statement drafts
○ Review Lift Off driver diagram
○ Visioning Activity - questions, concerns and feedback on drafts
○ Hosted an Interim Meeting to further define the mission statement

● Feedback
○ Themes from Backbone & FAB interim discussion

■ Focus on children thriving v. negative narratives
■ Impact sought v. methods used
■ Concerns over length
■ Comparisons to other missions

● Characteristics
○ Backbone proposal



■ A standalone sentence that focuses on overarching UB goals
and impact

■ Accompanied by sentences that describe UB methods
■ Maintain as much specific language as possible and adhere to

the tone of FAB suggestions
○ Example Mission Statements

■ David reviewed corporate mission statements from google and
Amazon and discussed with the group

■ He then read some nonprofit mission statements from Robin
Hood and SCO Family of Services

● I.e. Robin Hood’s mission is to elevate New Yokers out
of poverty. For over thirty years, we’ve been funding and
creating the most impactful and scalable solution to lift
families out of poverty in New York City. We partner
with over 250 nonprofits to support food, houding,
education, legal services, workforce development,
andmor wto New Yorkers living in poverty across all five
boroughs

○ The group compared the very concise mission statement with those
from non-profits

○ Nonprofit statements seem to begin with a specific goal statement,
which is then reinforced and elaborated in the following 2-3 sentences
explaining how they plan to accomplish their goals

● Mission Statement Proposal
○ David presented the backbone’s mission statement proposal

○ After the group had time to read it over,  the Backbone presented the
following considerations and took a vote.



1) Try to explore your own beliefs and priorities alongside what
you understand to be shared beliefs/priorities that have brought
the FAB together as collective over the few years

2) Is it comprehensive enough to capture all our efforts? E.g.
Learning Landscapes, EI work, monthly FAB/PAT

3) The mission statement may not be perfect but is it good enough
for you to get behind?

● Mission Statement Vote
○ Taken by a simple zoom poll

■ Do you agree to this mission statement? Yes or No
○ This mission statement passed 12 out of 13

Next Steps
● Learning Landscapes interim meeting on Thursday, 9/16 from 1-2pm on

zoom to review new signage for Learning Landscapes 2.0
● If needed, we will conduct an interim meeting for follow up on UB Mission

Statement
● Consider System Improvement project topics in light of new UB Mission

Statement
● Pick up new system improvement project topics
● Look out for Results Based Facilitation meet & greet calendar invite
● Look out for updates on EI Ambassador candidate search
● PAT meeting next Friday, 9/17 from 1-3pm on zoom



Reality Check


